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DO THESE ANIMALS HAVE HORNS OR ANTLERS?

Answers: mountain goat= horn; mule deer= antler; white-tailed deer= antler; elk= antler; bison =horn; bighorn sheep= horn; pronghorn= horn

Answers:

Deer, Moose, Elk & Caribou  
by Deborah Hodge

Someone Walks By by Polly Carlson-Voiles

Did you know that less than a week after 
it is born a baby deer can run faster than 
a human? Or that in a day, a moose eats 
as many as 90 big salad bowls of greens? 
Simple straightforward text and realistic 
detailed illustrations explain where and 
how deer live, how they give birth, what 
they eat, anatomy and much more.

Someone is walking through the north woods 
in winter. Readers can see the tracks in each 
detailed depiction of winter habitat, but they 
don’t discover the mystery animal until the last 
pages. On the way, they see frozen wood frogs, 
a bear in her den with her newborn cubs, sleepy 
chipmunks and many other creatures surviving 
and even thriving in the cold, snowy winter 
environment.
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